LIBRARY ASSIGNMENT
Adapted from Bill Avery

(10 pts.)

1. What is the library resource you should use to begin a search for a primary literature article?

2. JSTOR differs from most other databases. What is JSTOR? List 2 journals available through JSTOR that would contain appropriate references for this class.

3. Name 2 periodical indices or databases available through the CSUS library website that may be appropriate for this class.

4. Find an article in the journal Ecology from the 1970s that directly applies (i.e., subject, keyword or title) to species diversity or species richness. Write the citation below in the format used by the journal Ecology (i.e., in Ecology format).

5. There is an article that was published in the late 1980s about processes that regulate or maintain species diversity. I think the primary author was Petraitis. Find the article and write the citation below in Ecology format.

6. There is a book in the CSUS Library by K.A. Kershaw that was published in the early 1970s.
   a. Conduct a search for this book and write the citation in Ecology format.
   b. In the first sentence of Chapter 2 of the Kershaw book, one author is cited. Write the citation in Ecology format below.
   c. You think this citation may lead you to additional interesting information, so you want to read it. Is the citation for a book or a journal? If it is a book and it is owned by the CSUS library, provide the call number. If it is a journal, name the journal and indicate whether the CSUS Library owns it.
   d. On page 48 of the Kershaw book there is a reference to a classic work by Cowles (1899). Provide the citation for this reference in Ecology format. Also, indicate whether or not it is owned by the CSUS Library and, if so, where it can be found.